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Rabbit 

 

 

 

“OK, just think of nothing for 90 seconds.” 

 

And immediately into the supposedly idle but annoyingly literal mind leaps a big, fat: 

 

 

0 
 

 

And so he spends at least half of the 90 seconds in which he’s supposed not to be thinking about 

anything, thinking about not thinking about the nothing that is, at least in his mind’s eye, definitely 

something.  But instead of chasing off down the rabbit-holes he’d otherwise go down, in pursuit of 

all those paradoxical nothings, he pulls himself together and stares fixedly at the curtain.  A slight 

niggle at the back of his head worries that concentrating too hard on the curtain might also break 

whatever spell it is that supposed to be being worked here, but as he has no idea what that is, and as 

the 90 seconds must surely nearly be up, decides it’s better than….well….nothing. 
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The remaining tests are over quickly.  He barely even feels the headset except every now and then 

touching the sensor on his forehead to ensure it is flat on his skin.  It will, through some mysterious 

and never-explained process, measure his brain activity, but only if the contact is good.  He wants it 

to work.  The tests are simple enough (apart from the arithmetic one which is just humiliating) and 

are done in minutes.  He hits the computerised targets with the cursor, peels an imaginary apple, 

follows red dots round a circle, gets flustered over sums. Apart from the soft clicking of the keyboard 

and the occasional instructions, the only sound is the murmur of voices from the other room.  

Others had found it distracting (they’d all been told to shut-up), but he liked it.  Not sure why, 

though.  

Later it occurs to him that what really did bother him about the test was that he couldn’t see what 

was happening on the screen.  He wanted to know what a brain-wave (his brain-wave!) looked like.  

Not because of any fear that his would in any sense be inadequate (they’d all joked about this, 

invoking hangovers and late nights), but out of simple curiosity.  Even if he didn’t understand what 

the test was for – and he most certainly didn’t – not being able to see the lines felt like a separation, 

a denial of sight of something that belonged to him. Something hidden and private made visible but 

not to him. 

_____________ 

In the other room, they discuss the test.  Alone with the fear of not producing the right responses – 

or any – they had all assumed their own uniqueness. It is slightly uncomfortable to learn, then, how 

alike they are. Their mutual detestation of mental arithmetic was, with hindsight, predictable.  But 

that they would all peel their imaginary apple the same way.  Including breaking the trail of cool 

green peel curling from the knife over the backs of their hands? That was odd.  OK, Dave had gone in 

for some rigmarole involving a corer, but everyone else had turned the apple in their hand against 

the blade, expecting the peel to break.  Seeing it.  Even Matt, who claimed to be an expert apple-

peeler who never broke the real peel, broke the imaginary one.  Ian managed it, despite confessing 

never to have peeled a real apple in his life. We all looked at him a bit strangely after that. And 

Phoebe’s hands had shaken as she peeled and peeled at a huge apple that wasn’t really there. 

____________ 

They talked. But they didn’t get to the point. Free to scurry off down as many rabbit-holes as they 

liked, they never did catch the rabbit.  Maybe that had been the purpose of the one hidden in 

Antoinette’s fool’s cap the day before – a literal prompt that, however mixed the metaphors and 

funky the data, they needed to reach that endpoint: a cathartic crypto-lapine reveal that would 

mean PROGRESS had been made.  

But progress for who?  Publicly-funded research was supposed to yield something. Presumably the 

EPSRC expected some truth that had been hidden, or at least unconfirmed, to emerge. Not even 

very much truth at that. Just enough to justify the cost of ten people sitting in a room for hours 

trying to figure out the meaning of…what exactly?  Even that was blurring.  Mel reminded them of 

the title of the project but it seemed a long way off now.  A quaint-sounding relic from the beginning 

of a journey by now far, far away.  And so, as if to conceal the fact that their original categories and 

concepts had crumbled to dust, they discussed how to communicate their ‘findings’.  They thought 

about wikis and websites, e-books, plays, poems, conference papers and even (with some griping) 
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‘scholarly’ journal articles. Rigour was invoked, though generally to be scoffed at. In any case, with 

so many openings back into the world the lack of actual rabbit might be less troubling. Look, they’d 

say, we did all this!  We may not have found the ‘public sphere’, we may not have figured out what 

public art is for, we may remain utterly confused (most of us) about technology, but we published all 

this STUFF about kitchens and brainwaves and teapots and social media and weapons and mapping 

and food and fridges and four girls texting in a restaurant and, yes, even about rabbits. So lots of 

product, if not, perhaps (depends how you define it, don’t be so conservative, haven’t you read 

Deleuze and Guattari…..?, are we post-Habermasian?, not bloody ‘affect’ though), actual progress.   

__________ 

They agree to write something.  They’ll go their separate ways, think about what’s been said and 

write about it. Doesn’t matter what, doesn’t matter how, just bring it all together and see what pops 

out. Maybe we’re all thinking things that we’re not saying?  Maybe things are emerging here that 

we’re all too close to see?  

__________ 

Stand back, reflect, think about nothing for 90 seconds. 

__________ 
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